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Composition and structure of neutral constituents in the lunar exosphere can be determined
through measurements of phase space distributions of pickup ions borne from the exosphere [1].
An essential point made in an early study [ 1 ] and inferred by recent pickup ion measurements [2,
3] is that much lower neutral exosphere densities can be derived from ion mass spectrometer
measurements of pickup ions than can be determined by conventional neutral mass spectrometers
or remote sensing instruments. One approach for deriving properties of neutral exospheric source
gasses is to first compare observed ion spectra with pickup ion model phase space distributions.
Neutral exosphere properties are then inferred by adjusting exosphere model parameters to
obtain the best fit between the resulting model pickup ion distributions and the observed ion
spectra. Adopting this path, we obtain ion distributions from a new general pickup ion model, an
extension of a simpler analytic description obtained from the Vlasov equation with an ion source
[4]. In turn, the ion source is formed from a three-dimensional exospheric density distribution,
which can range from the classical Chamberlain type distribution to one with variable exobase
temperatures and nonthermal constituents as well as those empirically derived. The initial stage
of this approach uses the Moon's known neutral He and Na exospheres to deriv e He+ and Na+
pickup ion exospheres, including their phase space distributions, densities and fluxes. The
neutral exospheres used are those based on existing models and remote sensing studies. As
mentioned, future ion measurements can be used to constrain the pickup ion model and
subsequently improve the neutral exosphere descriptions. The pickup ion model is also used to
estimate the exosphere sources of recently observed pickup ions on KAGUYA [3]. Future
missions carrying ion spectrometers (e.g., ARTEMIS) will be able to study the lunar neutral
exosphere with great sensitivity, yielding the necessary ion velocity spectra needed to further
analysis of parent neutral exosphere properties.
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